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Background: Under the uncertainty led by the decentralized information on social media, 
people seek homogeneity in either opinions or affection to establish group identity to 
better understand the information. This also means they are easily polarized, not only 
ideologically but also in their actions. Affective polarization is the emotional tendency for 
people to show animosity toward opposing partisans while seeking homogeneity from 
fellow partisans. Much research into online affective polarization has focused on quantifying 
anxiety at an individual level while neglecting that on a collective basis. Therefore, this 
paper examined the polarization of collective anxiety in topic-based communities on Weibo.

Methods: We aim to interpret correlations between collective anxiety online and topic 
characteristics, user competence, as well as the proportion of influencers of Weibo topic-
based communities. Our neural networks model and statistical analysis were based on 
200 communities with 403,380 personal accounts and 1,012,830 messages.

Results: Collective anxiety levels are correlated to (1) the extent to which a topic captures 
public interest, (2) how community members articulate topics on social network platforms, 
and (3) the ratio of influencers in the community. Specifically, people’s conflicting perceptions 
and articulations of topics might increase collective anxiety, while the extent to which a 
topic is of the public interest and the number of influencers engaged in a topic account 
for any decline in its ranking. Furthermore, familiarity with a topic does not help predict 
collective anxiety levels. There are no significant links between community size or 
interactivity dynamics and the level of collective anxiety in the topic-based community. 
Our computational model has 85.00% precision and 87.00% recall.

Conclusion: This study found the collective anxiety augment due to topic proximities to 
public interest and members’ lack of declarative knowledge on topics, while to decline 
with an increasing portion of online influencers. These findings indicate that collective 
anxiety is induced due to a lack of credibility. Also, the amount of conflicting information 
shared by different people places them in a state of flux. Therefore, a community with 
more influencers may be more likely to experience anxiety polarization, bringing forth the 
issue of layered information and inequality.
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INTRODUCTION

The exact impact of social media on mass polarization, especially 
affective polarization, is still up for debate. Polarization refers 
to the process in which individuals seek homogeneity at 
information, affective, and identity levels to strengthen their 
original tendencies. Extensive scholarly literature has considered 
polarization among deliberative groups. Some scholars showed 
how partisan moral convictions can increase an individual’s 
willingness to block friends who support out-party members 
on social media (Garrett and Bankert, 2020). Others, by contrast, 
examined how this kind of polarization can be  relieved by a 
framework of national identity, which reduces the distrust 
between different parties (Levendusky, 2018). A significant facet 
of the issue is affective polarization, which is also used as a 
mechanism of discord. Some studies have looked at the 
relationship between deliberation and affective polarization. For 
example, there was a reciprocal relationship between discussion 
with a higher proportion of like-minded partners and affective 
polarization (Hutchens et  al., 2019), whereas people’s exposure 
to uncivil online discussion did not affect attitude polarization 
(Hwang et  al., 2014).

The emergence of high-choice media is reckoned as a 
realistic cross-country background for political deliberations, 
either online or offline (Iyengar et  al., 2012; Lelkes and 
Westwood, 2017). Therefore, most existing studies have focused 
on deliberation and affective polarization. Some scholars have 
examined how people’s selective exposure correlates with their 
emotions. For example, the audience’ exposure to pro-party 
television sources might strengthen their anger and fear of 
out-party members, negatively impacting deliberative democracy 
(Lu and Lee, 2019). Similarly, negative political advertisement 
exposure, combined with more diversified media sources about 
presidential candidates, drove people toward liking their 
preferred candidate (Lau et  al., 2017). Polarization was first 
understood as the “un-averaging” of opinions or judgments 
of individuals in a group, especially after group discussions 
(Moscovici and Zavalloni, 1969; Myers and Lamm, 1975). 
Since the 1970s, studies into politics have begun to focus 
on the relationship between partisanship, psychological 
involvement, and the formation of polarization (Pierce, 1970). 
During the past decade, the relationship between polarization 
and collective and affective practice has aroused scholars’ 
interest (Garrett et  al., 2014; Iyengar et  al., 2019), which is 
the focus of our study. Although many scholars have shown 
a particular interest in the effect of the media environment 
on polarization, controversy remains over the extent to which 
media can realize its polarization potential. This controversy 
has been intensified with the rise of social media, when 
seeking homogeneity also functions as a significant social 
network principle. Several researchers demonstrated that the 
consumption of social media was crucial in shaping political 
mood by creating misleading perceptions (Shahini-Hoxhaj, 
2018). Conversely, others believed that it is a person’s prior 
opinion, rather than their information–choice behavior, that 
motivates polarization. Therefore, the polarizing effects of 
digital media tended to be  more conspicuous when the 

immediate political context involved a highly salient divisive 
issue (Leeper, 2014; Lee, 2016).

All these findings and arguments share common implications. 
First, most scholars use case studies to empirically prove or 
disprove the effect of polarization rather than showing the 
concrete procedure of people’s tendency to shift through specific 
models. Second, there is a broad consensus that, except for 
opinions and information-seeking behaviors, polarization is 
also closely related to mass public emotional states. Although 
some scholars touch on positive or negative sentiments, they 
ignore discrete emotions such as enthusiasm, fear, anger, and 
anxiety. Each emotion is actually unique and mediates a different 
deliberation process (Nabi, 2010; Lu and Lee, 2019). For instance, 
some scholars reported that enthusiasm about out-group 
candidates might have a unique ability to disrupt affective 
polarization (McLaughlin et  al., 2020). The origins of these 
discrete emotions, as well as their correlation with the mediating 
roles of social media and users’ personal influence, are less 
clear, however. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, much 
of the literature regards polarization as a static state or the 
result of deliberation. Few scholars have explicitly illustrated 
how polarization is formed when emotion plays an “iterated 
game” (Sunstein, 2002) with the intervention of social media.

To address these gaps, this paper proposes a machine-learning 
model that computes the alterations to collective anxiety, a 
discrete emotion at the community level. Explication of anxiety 
occurs via homophily on social network platforms. Our research 
concerns how topic-based communities affect collective anxiety 
on Weibo and then create affective polarization. This project 
aims to comprehend correlations between Weibo collective 
anxiety and core determinants of topic-based communities, 
specifically topic aspects, users’ competence levels, and proportion 
of influencers.

Topic-Based Community and Its 
Underlying Affective Polarization
A topic-based community revolves around subjects of common 
interest, delineated by hashtags. Two core features govern the 
topic-based community. First, it is composed of a fleeting 
presence of the public (Blackman, 2012). When the issue is 
trending or interesting, people will emerge. However, upon 
solving the conundrum or losing interest in it, the community 
effectively disintegrates. A topic-based community is, hence, 
devoid of established social norms and group identities; in 
this type of milieu, members are easily manipulated or taken 
advantage of. Second, a topic-based community features high 
content visibility, unless under special privacy settings. 
Irrespective of whether people follow each other or not, all 
topic-based community users can easily see the posts, reposts, 
and comments or others. As people naturally gravitate toward 
other people with similar emotional proclivities (González-
Ibáñez and Shah, 2010), they can find like-minded collaborators 
more easily as a result of the high content visibility that exists 
within topic-based communities (Bessi et  al., 2016; Wojcieszak 
et al., 2020). Consequently, group think, resulting from emotional 
contagion, is highly probable.
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These two features harken Le Bon’s tenet of the crowd; 
writers posit that social-network sites like Weibo are the 
quintessential fertile breeding grounds for establishing Le Bon’s 
crowd proposition, the concept of which has been found related 
to collective emotions in both offline and online spaces. For 
example, Hopkins et  al. (2016) investigated the formulation 
of positive emotions in crowds during the Hindu pilgrimage 
festival in north India. Stage (2013) also found Le Bon’s concept 
can help understand affective relationships on social media 
from the perspective of crowd psychology. An entity formulated 
by similar thoughts, rather than physical gatherings, the crowd, 
as per Le Bon, is a process of deindividuation that is impelled 
by emotional suggestion and affective contagion (Bon, 2002; 
Vilanova et  al., 2017). During this process, bellwethers can 
grab control over the crowd by the long-distance application 
of symbols and media that makes crowd members adhere to 
contextual protocol, as opposed to fixed social norms or identity 
guidelines (Bon, 2002).

A plethora of scholarship has confirmed the insights of Le 
Bon’s crowd theory for social media research. Especially for 
online circumstances, Le Bon’s crowd theorem can emphasize 
how emerging online technologies change the dynamics of 
publics and collectives (Olofsson, 2010; Stage, 2013). The writers 
agree, in principle, with their assertion. From both the temporality 
of the members and content visibility, a topic-based community 
constitutes an online version of Le Bon’s crowd. Concerning 
the former, a topic-based community is not fixed, and is, 
instead, a fluid entity. This is also the fundamental community 
genre of social networking sites (Myers et  al., 2014). With 
respect to the latter, the content visibility and traceability of 
the topic-based community proffers a solid pathway to actuate 
Le Bon’s emotional contagion. The authors argue that affective 
polarization is a potential concern of Le Bon’s crowd paradigm. 
More specifically, Le Bon describes the link between crowd 
actions and the overarching, yet transient collective emotion. 
Whereas crowd members are especially prone to blindly follow 
others due to emotion, these behaviors then reinforce the 
collective emotion (Bon, 2002). Therefore, the authors postulate 
that Le Bon’s concept of the crowd enhanced our comprehension 
of the topic-based community as a fleeting online entity. 
Furthermore, his depiction of the attributes of collective emotion 
also prognosticates online affective polarization of this 
contemporary Internet era. Henceforth, the core question of 
this study is pertinent to the structure of the online topic-
based community itself and its correlation with the collection 
emotions, particularly with respect to collective anxiety 
polarization. Prior to asserting any additional research hypotheses, 
it is mandatory to explicitly define the term, collective emotions 
and explicate the reason for exploration of their polarization 
on social-network sites like Weibo.

The authors defined collective emotion as an affective trend 
formulated by the individual emotions of community members 
via social contagion. We particularly emphasized three aspects 
of collective emotion. First and intuitively, collective emotion 
is an emotional trend shared by large numbers of individuals 
(Bar-Tal et  al., 2007). Therefore, it will be  more accurate to 
aggregate collective emotions based on the data of large-scale 

community members. Second, a collective emotion is motivated 
by shared experiences among community members, rather 
than a sum of individual reactions to his or her private life 
(Schweitzer and Garcia, 2010). That means emotional contagion 
and iteration in social networks play a pivotal role in its 
formation. Third, the proliferation of social media has added 
nuance to collective emotion, as it creates a porous boundary 
between public and private spaces (Dahlgren, 2005), causing 
one-to-many mass communications and one-to-one interpersonal 
communications to mix together. Hence, the flow between 
and convergence of individual emotions and collective emotions 
have become easier and more frequent. As such, to those 
members of subgroups, social contagion is more likely to 
occur, and collective emotion is more likely to emerge. To 
encapsulate this trend, we  aggregated individual emotional 
levels and created an interactive spiraling protocol; we  also 
showcased anxiety as a collective emotion. Juxtaposed with 
other emotions, anxiety is a profound, comprehensive 
phenomenon. Anxiety is germane to the unease materializing 
from a challenge to one’s values and actions as well as to 
more explicitly strenuous circumstances (May, 2015), like food 
safety crises (Hadley and Patil, 2008), or nuclear power plant 
accidents (Takebayashi et  al., 2017). When the safety index 
of societal members falls, anxiety results. For our study, each 
member interacts with online neighbors to gradually shape 
his specific anxiety level, one degree at a time, until the kth 
degree neighbor. Collective anxiety of a topic-based community 
is an amalgamation of all members’ anxiety levels.

Social networking site dominance has new pertinence to 
the polarization of collective emotion. Polarization is usually 
realized through a psychological mechanism called homophily. 
When countenanced with positive data, people typically reveal 
positive feelings. They either discover people with similar 
thoughts (Festinger, 1954) or search for information about a 
valued topic-the information-seeking bias (Meppelink et  al., 
2019). Thus, this tenet explains homophily, the key pathway 
enabling the polarization of public discourse culture (Colleoni 
et  al., 2014). Homophily asserts that the interaction of beliefs, 
attitudes, and actions of people with other individuals creates 
a diffusion-related function (Sunstein, 2009; Borgatti et  al., 
2013) and the formation of subgroups. Subgroup members 
connect with each other more, so they are more likely to 
become infected. What social contagion entails is that emotions, 
thoughts, or behaviors transition from the initiator to the 
recipient, often unbeknownst to the latter (Levy and Nail, 
1993). Consequently, the opinions and emotional tendencies 
of subgroup members tend to be  stronger, compared to the 
time of subgroup formation, in turn, forming the thoughts 
and affective polarization (Mäs et  al., 2013). For the social 
networking site, the previously referenced homophily is promoted 
by the high content visibility. Pursuant to our research, the 
interactive nature of the topic-based community empowers the 
user to follow particular accounts irrespective of owner approval 
(Colleoni et  al., 2014). This aspect expedites communication 
with key opinion leaders (KOLs), whose primary method of 
influence is due to the volume of non-reciprocal follows  
(Veirman et  al., 2017). This also enables more traceability of 
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information flow so that users can better grasp the characteristics 
of certain events. Thus, users can more easily discover cohorts 
who share similar emotional patterns, affective status components, 
or impacts by KOLs, either actively or passively. Within a 
topic-based community, it is more probable that affective 
polarization will transpire.

The literature on technological and affective affordances 
has offered another insightful lens to explain topic-based 
community members’ tendency to be  affectively polarized. 
Affordance relates to a user’s cognitive heuristics on the use 
of technological objects. Accordingly, affective affordance refers 
to the mechanisms of an object or an environmental element 
that can transmit and collect people’s contextual affective 
meanings (Zhao et al., 2013). Scholars propose a cogent sketch 
of the recursive dynamics between people’s intent to use 
technology and their affective and emotional perception of 
its affordances. Specifically, technologies may help transmit 
or collect users’ affective meanings in a specific context, and 
further drive their emotional perception of their uses. These 
emotional experiences will, in turn, exert strong influences 
on their intentions to use (Shin, 2016). For instance, Shin 
and Hwang (2020) suggest that blockchain mechanisms make 
it possible for multiple users to interact, transparentizing the 
organization process and its relevant data. Such affordances 
will decode users’ experience of transparency and trust. On 
the other hand, Shin and Kim (2015) suggest that the more 
users find it pleasant to communicate with others using 
supporting technologies, the more intention they will have 
to use these technologies. In other words, they have successfully 
proven that users’ perceived sociability is positively associated 
with their intended technology use.

Unlike the psychological homophily mechanism approach, 
these studies highlight users’ affective experiences and perceptions 
in the space created by technologies. This affordance approach 
provides insights into our research.

First, the above-mentioned non-reciprocal following 
mechanism and the hyper-connected, traceable Weibo content 
may strongly influence topic-based community members’ 
perceptions of collaboration and trust. This kind of user 
experience and perception could motivate networked emotion 
and what we  called social contagion, which paves the way for 
affective polarization.

Second, the essence of the porosity of the Weibo platform 
is what Shin and Kim (2015) call “socio-usability.” Weibo is 
not only viewed as a technology environment for posting and 
commenting, but it is also perceived as an online space for 
interactions. This socio-usability accounts for Weibo’s potential 
of driving shared affections and emotions, which might lead 
to affective polarization in extreme cases.

To sum it all up, we  proposed topic-based communities 
and their underlying social polarization as a comprehensive 
theoretical framework. Our research questions are as follows:

RQ1: What are the elements of the topic-based community? 
How can we  effectively comprehend the specific determinants 
such as the specific features of the topics, community size, 
dynamics of interactivity, popularity, and the competency levels 
of the members?

RQ2: What is the correlation between the aforementioned 
characteristics of Weibo topic-based communities and affective 
polarization, specifically, anxiety polarization?

To answer these research questions, we  further propose 
following hypotheses.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Hypotheses
Public interest plays a pivotal role in the formation of topic-
based communities. The closer a topic is to the pulse of 
public interest, the more likely it is to wield a plethora of 
emotional impacts. In such an era with high complexity and 
mobility, what is deemed public interest has no overarching 
definition, but it is frequently determined contextually 
(Johnston, 2017). Following our discussion on socio-usability 
in the literature review, we  can assert that the affordance of 
Weibo is to make such a contextual public interest highly 
debatable. Therefore, we use user preferences to operationalize 
the publicness of a topic. Topic-based communities are rapidly 
constructed entities for social networking sites based on user 
preferences (Kardara et al., 2012). In our study, the preferences 
are measured by the topic-based community’s size. Numerous 
studies indicate that collective anxiety will change with the 
issue’s relevance to public interests. For instance, researchers 
agglomerated data concerning collective anxiety levels on 51 
topics related to the 2011 Tohoku earthquake and the Fukushima 
nuclear power plant leak. Only for subjects involving the 
two catastrophes did the anxiety level of display a marked 
level of change. The reason was that the public was familiar 
with these two issues that are directly correlated to the public 
interest (Nakayachi et  al., 2015). Those topics most germane 
to public interest typically compel collective anxiety. Researchers 
have proven that, during the COVID-19 epidemic period, 
compared with other topics such as employment conditions, 
government initiatives, and traveling, subjects like self-
protection and physical symptoms align better with public 
anxiety (Jo et al., 2020). Prior research impels us to be cognizant 
of the link between topic characteristics and collective anxiety 
of topic-based communities. Hence, we  propose our 
first hypothesis:

H1: The topic’s proximity to prevailing social issues 
heightens the anxiety levels of the topic-based community.
H1a: With increased familiarity with the topic, members 
tend to display higher levels of collective anxiety.
H1b: Higher levels of collective anxiety will result from 
topics aligned with public interest.

Since H1 details the connection between relevance of topics 
to social matters and topic-based community anxiety levels, 
further research must detail how members can lower their 
collective anxiety. Social media users are exposed to information 
with various types and diversified functions. Among them, 
knowledge is formulated when users integrate personal 
experience, values, background elements, and expert opinions 
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for a functional framework to assess and integrate new 
information (Davenport, 2000). Since users within a topic-based 
community consistently fuse their own experiences into existing 
group knowledge parameters through community discussions, 
this constantly recalibrated know-how and community dialogue 
impacts anxiety (Santabárbara et  al., 2021). With sufficient 
clarity of knowledge, the members can comprehend the events 
and also explicitly articulate their vantage points in community 
symposiums. This means they have declarative knowledge 
(Schraw, 2006). Following up on H1, we  therefore propose 
our second hypothesis:

H2: Community members will display lower levels of 
anxiety as their declarative proficiency about particular 
topics increases.

A multitude of studies reflect that influencers affect 
polarization (Soares et  al., 2018; Reinikainen et  al., 2020; 
Sokolova and Kefi, 2020). Homophily drives this process, which 
includes attachments, values, and effective characteristics 
(Erickson, 1988). This clearly references, that in social settings, 
people with shared attributes will more likely forge connections 
(Lazarsfeld and Merton, 1978). Users and influencers also 
display this proclivity for homogeneity. When rationalizing 
persuasion, the former will fortify his original viewpoints. Thus, 
the latter is more persuasive in polarized groups (Berelson 
et  al., 1954). Emotion is often the de facto strategy to impact 
the thoughts and actions of group members (Gross, 2008; 
Curiel, 2020). This overall phenomenon also occurs in social 
network platforms (Tyagi et  al., 2020). However, users in a 
topic-based community, as compared with those in a classical 
digital community, are empowered with great interactive 
reactions, such as reposts and mentions of other users that 
contribute to the echo chamber (Pariser, 2011; Xu and Zhou, 
2020). Via this process, opinions, relationships, and emotions 
are conveyed (Tan et al., 2011; Blevins et al., 2019). Consequently, 
the flexibility and dynamics of collection emotion are elevated 
due to the higher visibility and interactivity of topic-based 
communities. What then, is the correlation between influencers 
and the emotional polarization inherent in topic-based 
communities? Pursuant to our research, can these topic-based 
community influencers impact collective anxiety patterns? Our 
third hypothesis is as follows:

H3: With more influencers, a topic-based community 
will effectuate lower overall levels of anxiety fluctuation.

Research Settings
The following study – combining self-reported anxiety scale 
results and big data analysis on Weibo – was conducted between 
March and May 2020 and was approved by the XXXX research 
ethics committee in XX, XXX on February 20, 2020.

Our research focused on topic-based communities on Weibo. 
Accommodating 78% of all netizens in China, Weibo allows 
its users to develop their networks, including both strong and 
weak ties, by following one another and posting, forwarding, 

and commenting on messages (Weibo Data Center, 2019). Users 
are labeled according to different levels of influence, such as 
real identity-verified accounts and experts/well-known bloggers; 
the latter being considered as opinion leaders in their own 
specialties. 99% of Weibo users are ordinary people, and 57.14% 
of them are daily active users (China Internet Network 
Information Center, 2017, 2019; Weibo Data Center, 2019). 
This means that most Weibo accounts belong to autonomous 
users who are independent from the elites of institutions, 
markets, and civil society. By sharing their attitudes and 
emotional states on Weibo messages discussing certain topics, 
users are considered to be  members of the corresponding 
topic-based communities, which are identified by pairs of 
hashtags in messages, e.g., #GMO Food#. Therefore, a topic-
based community refers to a hybrid of social and 
affiliation networks.

We focus on the collective-level affective polarization inferred 
from the affective status of individual users who make up a 
topic-based community. Organizational accounts are hereby 
excluded. The existing literature has shown that two linked 
users are likely to be  homogeneous in opinions (Webster and 
Abramowitz, 2017) and sentiments (Tan et  al., 2011). With 
the agency of these communities, information about a specific 
topic is spread widely and reinforces the community’s boundaries 
(Eliacik and Erdogan, 2018).

Dataset
The data was taken from multiple topic-based communities 
on Sina Weibo and included individual users, their posts and 
reposts, and their comments concerning certain social topics 
as identified by enclosed hashtags. We  randomly selected a 
4-week observation window (September 1–28, 2018) and 
automatically retrieved openly accessible Weibo messages and 
the corresponding user profiles using a Python 3.6 program 
and the application program interface with Weibo’s authorization. 
Then, we  constructed and selected the top  200 topic-based 
communities (referred to as WB200) in terms of the number 
of messages. The size of the 200 communities in the WB200 
dataset varied from between 42 and 44,803 personal accounts, 
37 and 39,852 messages and 0 to 68,748 comments. These 
communities covered the following topics: art, education, the 
entertainment industry, movies and TV series, sports, and 
public affairs. The basic characteristics of these communities 
are listed in Table  1. In coding the topic proximity and 
familiarity, we  used Krippendorff ’s alpha (Krippendorff, 2004) 
to check the reliability of two human coders. All units opened 
for analysis had alpha values above 0.90, implying a high degree 
of consensus between the two coders.

Computational Model for Collective 
Anxiety of Topic-Based Communities
Drawing on our previous study (Ta et  al., 2020), we  designed 
a cascading model to evaluate the shifts in the daily anxiety 
levels of the abovementioned 200 communities. For each 
community, we estimated the members’ personal anxiety levels 
by scoring their online profiles and posts. Then, we  acquired 
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their collective anxiety levels by iteratively simulating the process 
of online group communication. Figure  1 shows our 
computational model. A neural network was employed during 
this process, which helped us understand the connection between 
users’ online behaviors and expressions and their emotional 
status, given proper prior knowledge. Some pioneering research 
work used neural network models to explore similar research 
questions has enlightened our work. One typical example is 
Shin and Kim (2015), who prospectively used a neural network 
to predict users’ adoption behaviors. Their study breaks through 
the traditional linear regression method and offers us significant 
methodological guidance.

Computing Individual Anxiety Scores
The User Factor
The characteristics of the Weibo users were partially embodied 
in their profiles (gender, education level, age, occupation, income, 
location, etc.). Therefore, we  identified “profile” as the user 
factor in our model. We  established a correlation between 
each member’s profile and their anxiety level to determine if 
the former could be  used as a prediction for the latter. In 
practice, we  first took the evaluated assessments of the Self-
Rating Anxiety Scale (SAS)1 questionnaire of voluntary Weibo 
users and their profiles as the input. Second, we  implemented 
a neural network model to gain insights into the correlations 
between the users’ profile features and their anxiety levels.

The training dataset (SAS360) for the neural network contained 
SAS results from users of Weibo who had volunteered to 
participate (N = 360). The individual anxiety score ranges were 
divided into no anxiety (25–49), slight anxiety (50–59), medium 
anxiety (60–69), and extreme anxiety (70–100). For these users, 
the relationship between their anxiety scores and their Weibo 
profiles was established using their anonymized user IDs 
on Weibo.

After thorough training and tuning, the neural network 
used user profile data to assess each user’s anxiety score p, 
without asking each user to take the SAS test (see top left in 
Figure 1). In a threefold cross-validation of the SAS360 dataset, 
our prediction model had 85.00% precision and 87.00% recall.

1 In practice, the Self-Rating Anxiety Scales (SAS) can be  used to evaluate a 
person’s anxiety level. The SAS used in this study can be  found at https://
github.com/public-anxiety/data/blob/master/SAS(EN).doc.

The Topical Factor
In a topic-based community, members express their topic-
specific thoughts and feelings via posts, reposts, and comments. 
We  computed the topic-specific anxiety scores of each user 
and referred to these as the topical factor in our model as 
user messages flow through topic-induced connections within 
the group. In practice, the similarity between the keywords 
of the SAS questions and the Weibo messages was used as a 
major indicator. This was calculated using word vector and 
word embedding techniques.

Suppose two users posted two messages: w1 = “I feel terrible, 
have too much work to do! #today#” and w2 = “#today# It’s weekend! 
Life’s good.” The keywords extracted from the messages would 
be: “terrible” for w1 and “good” for w2. These words would then 
be  converted to word vectors. Our Python program can then 
compute the cosine similarity between the word vectors of the 
keywords from the questions in the SAS (e.g., “nervous” and 
“afraid”) and the keywords in w1 and w2. As “terrible” is more 
similar to “nervous” and “afraid” than “good,” message w1 would 
indicate a higher anxiety level than w2. Hence, the user of w1 
would have a higher topic-specific anxiety score than the user of w2.

For each community member, our model scored the similarity 
between each member’s messages and the SAS questions to a 
topical anxiety score m, with higher similarity indicating a 
higher level of topical anxiety (see bottom left in Figure  1).

Computing Individual Anxiety Scores
The initial individual anxiety scores of the community members 
ui were acquired as follows:
 a u p mi0 1( )= + −( )l l  (1)

In this equation, p and m are normalized into the [0,1] 
range and λ is the parameter used to adjust the weights of the 
two factors (0 ≤ λ ≤ 1) so that 0 ≤ a0(ui) ≤ 1(Lee, 2016; Shahini-
Hoxhaj, 2018; Lu and Lee, 2019). Furthermore, λ was platform-
dependent and had to be carefully tuned according to the context.

Computing Collective Anxiety Scores for 
Topic-Based Communities: A Cascading 
Method
In our proposed cascading model, each member’s anxiety level 
was impacted by neighbors at different proximities in the social 
network. The collective anxiety score was then acquired by 

TABLE 1 | Statistics for the selected 200 topic-based communities on Weibo (WB200).

No. of communities Avg/max/min no. of 
messages

Avg/max/min no. of 
users

Avg/max/min no. of 
comments

Topic fields

Art 20 1843/15727/37 1930/16120/57 926/8343/0

Education 20 764/2736/44 839/3400/42 296/1624/0

Entertain-ment 60 3388/39852/53 3855/44803/73 8612/68748/80
Movies and TV 40 1155/6393/47 1251/6814/66 1243/9239/0
Public Affairs 30 1488/8579/45 1725/9667/65 1599/9404/0
Sports 30 399/1876/42 497/2356/49 524/5261/0

Topic charac-teristics

Familiar, proximate 11 1356/3345/96 3302/9216/206 3241/9404/0
Familiar, distant 153 1963/39852/37 4392/89606/84 3870/68748/0
Unfamiliar, proximate 18 1768/8579/45 4086/19334/130 1108/6969/0
Unfamiliar, distant 18 726/2736/42 1704/6800/102 754/5621/0
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gradually applying the inter-person contagion of anxiety via 
connections within the community (see right of Figure  1). In 
the kth iteration of interaction, the impact from the kth-degree2 
neighbors were transmitted to each user. Next, their anxiety 
levels were updated and re-evaluated, with the aggregation 
corresponding to the community’s collective anxiety. As the 
community’s deliberation persisted, we  evaluated the collective 
anxiety level at different time points (e.g., on a daily basis) 
to determine if group polarization existed and how it developed.

Let Â0 = [a0(u1), a0(u2), …, a0(un)]T (Bon, 2002; Eliacik and 
Erdogan, 2018) denote the initial vector of the community’s 
individual anxiety scores before diffusing anxiety between 
members u1, u2, …, un. After applying the influence of the 
(k-1)th degree connections to each member (k = 1, 2, 3, …), 
the anxiety vector becomes.
 Â Â R Âk k k= + ( )− −1 1·d  (2)

In other words, a community’s current anxiety level is based 
on the anxiety level formed in the previous round of diffusion, 
plus the interchange of anxiety between members in the current 
round of diffusion. In the formula, R is the relation matrix 
of users. If users ui and uj are connected via social media, 
items rij and rji in R are set to 1, otherwise, they are set to 
0. Function δ(·) is the propagation power function that reflects 
the propagating influence of the anxiety level of ui to its 
neighbors in each iteration. For an anxiety score x,

 d x
x UB UB( )= −( )ee /  (3)

In this equation, ε is a small positive real number and UB 
is the maximum individual anxiety score.

After k rounds, the collective anxiety score for community 
C becomes.
 A C Â ii

n
k( )= [ ]( )=norm S 1  (4)

2 In an online social network, if two users are connected by k-1 numbers of 
other users, they form each other’s kth connection (k  ≥  1). For example, users 
u1 and u2 are direct friends online, as shown by the first-degree connections 
to each other. If u3 is a direct friend of u2 but not u1, then u3 is the second-
degree connection for u1.

In this equation, Âk[i] = ak(ui) is the anxiety score for user 
ui after the kth iteration. The function norm(·) was used to 
activate A(C) into the [0,1] real number range. The closer 
score A(C) was to 1, the higher the level of anxiety in the 
community and vice versa. In this paper, we used the summation 
of each member’s anxiety score instead of the average. This 
was because the size of the community matters in terms of 
evaluating collective anxiety. Intuitively, a community of 1,000 
members could have more influence on society than a community 
of 10 members given similar average individual anxiety scores.

Time Series of Collective Anxiety and 
Evaluation of Affective Polarization
In our cascading model, we  illustrate that the iterative process 
of emotional states is transmitted within a group, both as a cause 
and a result. To empirically determine whether a topic-based 
community’s emotional trend is polarized as online discussions 
continue, we observed the daily variance of a community’s collective 
anxiety level after its establishment. If the daily degree of collective 
anxiety showed a trend of incensement, collective anxiety was 
accumulated, hence the community’s demonstration of affective 
polarization towards a more anxious state.

Detecting Declarative Knowledge in Weibo 
Messages
We first extracted the sources of information in each community 
(i.e., the personal accounts of all original posts in the reposting 
chains). We  then labeled their credibility, with verified Weibo 
accounts endorsed by offline social institutions labeled as credible 
sources of information. Three trained coders manually coded 
the credibility of over 19,000 verified Weibo accounts in our 
dataset and had intercoder reliability of over 90.00%. Next, 
we  extracted Weibo’s ideas and keywords using the automatic 
summarization algorithm, and then computed their cosine text 
similarity to the community’s topic.

Using the Chinese Readability Index Explorer (CRIE) tool 
(Sung et  al., 2016), we  then examined whether users were 

FIGURE 1 | Framework of the computational model for collective anxiety evaluation.
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TABLE 2 | Empirical evaluation of the computational model’s effectiveness.

Topic fields Art Education Entertainment Movies and TV Public affairs Sports

Precision 0.82 0.91 0.81 0.81 0.88 0.85
Recall 0.92 0.99 0.93 0.89 0.97 0.94

able to generate readable texts during online deliberations. 
Weibo messages were uploaded to CRIE, which returned the 
readability evaluation with the following formula: 
4.53 + 0.01*[difficult words] − 0.86*[simple sentence ratio] 
− 1.45*[content word frequency in logarithmic] + 0.02*[personal 
pronouns]. Combining all three criteria, we  evaluated the 
declarative knowledge embedded in a Weibo message m:

 
DK m a  source credibility b  text similarity

c  text 

( )= +
+

· ·

· rreadability  
(5)

In this equation, a, b and c are weight parameters. For 
community C, the declarative knowledge at a certain time 
point t was:
 DK C,t DK m m was included in C at time ti i i( )= ( )Σm ,  (6)

Evaluating Community Members’ Media 
Influence
For each topic community, we  picked out the yellow “V” 
personal accounts to get their ratio versus the total number 
of personal accounts. Then, we  computed the daily variance 
of collective anxiety for each community within the observation 
time window. By doing so, we established the interrelationship 
between the proportion of influential members and the 
fluctuation of collective anxiety in a topic-based community.

RESULTS

Validity of Our Computational Model
We first demonstrate that our computational model could 
effectively estimate the collective anxiety level (namely, extreme, 
high, medium, little, and no anxiety) of online topic-based 
communities. We trained five coders to rate the 200 communities 
in WB200 into five anxiety levels (no anxiety, little anxiety, 
medium anxiety, high anxiety, and extreme anxiety) and 
determined the ground truth using the majority principle. 
The collective anxiety scores of the 200 communities estimated 
by our model were also mapped into anxiety levels. We  then 
compared the rating results of our model to the ground 
truth to test the validity of our model, i.e., how valid the 
model could compute that a community is at certain anxiety 
level. We  used the widely used precision and recall metrics:

 precision tp tp fp= +( )/  (7)

 recall tp tp fn= +( )/  (8)

In these equations, tp (true positive), fp (false positive), fn 
(false negative) counted cases where the model’s rating was 
consistent with, more severe than, or less severe than the 

ground truth, respectively. Our model effectively rated the 
communities’ collective anxiety levels with more than 85.00% 
precision and more than 87.00% recall (Table  2).

Evaluation Outcomes

H1: Correlations between the topic of a community and 
the collective anxiety level.

For the four types of online topic communities (whether 
members are familiar with the topic, and whether the topic is 
proximate to public interest), their anxiety showed similar overall 
temporal trends at different severity levels (Figure 2). In general, 
all communities showed a decelerating increment of collective 
anxiety within the observation time window. None of the collective 
anxiety levels reached the theoretical upper bound of the 
qualification for collective anxiety. In examining H1 with Pearson 
correlation coefficient, the topic familiarity was not significantly 
correlated with collective anxiety (r = 0.126, sig = 0.076), while 
the topic proximity was significantly and negatively correlated 
with collective anxiety (r = −0.352, sig < 0.001). Therefore, H1a 
(topic familiarity) was not supported. For H1b (topic proximity), 
the more relevant (i.e., proximate) a topic is to public interest, 
the more it can affect the level of collective anxiety, and higher 
proximity to public interest correlates with lower collective anxiety. 
This can be explained that, with higher topic proximity to public 
interest, community members tend to receive more relevant 
information from diversified sources to better understand the 
topic, so that their collective emotion (including collective anxiety) 
may not be easily influenced, compared to otherwise. Meanwhile, 
whether people were familiar with a topic or not did not predict 
the level of collective anxiety.

H2: Members’ declarative knowledge of the topic helps 
to relieve collective anxiety.

We computed the declarative knowledge at the community 
level using equation (6) and by considering the credibility of 
the sources of information, the similarity between messages 
and the topic of the community, and the readability of textual 
messages. The co-evolution between declarative knowledge and 
collective anxiety are presented in Figure  3. In examining H2, 
the declarative knowledge at the community level was significantly 
and negatively correlated with collective anxiety (R2 = 0.300, 
F = 84.881, p < 0.001, β = −0.833). Therefore, H2 was supported. 
A community in which members possess less declarative 
knowledge had higher collective anxiety value. In other words, 
we  infer that members’ declarative knowledge of the topic can 
help to relieve collective anxiety.
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H3: A community with more influencers is more likely 
to have anxiety polarization.

We tested the relation between the ratio of influencers (yellow 
“V” personal accounts) within each community and the standard 
deviation of the average daily collective anxiety. In our dataset, 
there was less fluctuation in the collective anxiety when there 
were more influential members in a community. In examining 
H3, the results showed that the ratio of influencers in a community 
was significantly and negatively correlated with the standard 
deviation of the average daily collective anxiety (ρ = −0.154, p < 0.05). 
Therefore, H3 (A topic-based community containing more influential 
people will have lower levels of fluctuation in its anxiety) was 
supported, which means that, a community with more influential 
members exhibited less affective fluctuation, therefore, would lead 
to a higher level of affective polarization. In other words, for 
communities with higher proportion of influential members, their 
average collective anxiety varied less temporally. No matter the 
average collective anxiety is higher or lower, more influential 
members help to set the tone and direction of collective emotions, 
in our context, stabilizing the collective anxiety, and other members 
introduce less variations in terms of increasing or declining 
collective anxiety values. As a result, such situation will lead to 
a steadier condition where the original tendency of the group 
gets reinforced after deliberation, which is affective polarization.

Regression Model to Predict Collective 
Anxiety
Based on the verification results of all three hypotheses, we further 
studied the relationship between collective anxiety as the dependent 
variable and following variables: topic familiarity, topic proximity, 
member’s competence as measured by the declarative knowledge 
held by a community concerning the community’s topic, frequency 
of interactions within a community, popularity level measured 
by ratio of influencers (in our study, the ratio of grass-roots 
users simply equals to 1 minus the ratio of influencers in the 

community, therefore, we  used the ratio of influencers in the 
community to test popularity level variables), size of a community, 
and network level variables, i.e., density of reposting/commenting 
edges and diameter of a Topic-based Community. Table 3 shows 
our model output. Again, the more familiar members are to 
the community’s topic, and the more declarative knowledge they 
possess, the less likely the average collective anxiety increases. 
As we  have mentioned in H1, topic familiarity does not help 
to predict collective anxiety levels. Echoing H2 and H3, both 
member’s declarative knowledge and the influencers’ ratio do 
have impact on the collective anxiety level. Additionally, there 
are no significant correlations between community size/dynamics 
of interactivity and the level of collective anxiety of the topic-
based community.

DISCUSSION

Principal Results
This paper shows the design of a computational model to explore 
the origins of and fluctuations in collective anxiety within an 
online topic-based community and the correlation between 
collective anxiety, topic characteristics, and the proportion of 
influencers in the community. It was found that the more public 
familiar with a topic, the more likely it was to affect the collective 
anxiety level and that communities whose members possessed 
a high level of declarative knowledge tended to have lower 
anxiety levels. It was also found that communities containing 
a higher ratio of influencers showed less fluctuation in their 
anxiety levels, indicating greater anxiety polarization.

The outcomes revealed a decrease in the level of collective 
anxiety as the proximity of the topics to the public interest 
increased. The most probable explanation for this trend is the 
community members’ exposure to information. Community 
members tend to search for diverse information related to the 
topics with high proximity of public interest. This tendency 
may balance their perceptions and affective attitudes toward 
the topics. Therefore, notwithstanding the community’s shared 
focus on specific topics, individual members have a greater 
likelihood of having their own perceptions.

The ebb and flow of topics, which is a fundamental feature 
of social media, may also account for the decrease in anxiety. 
A large number of users continuously generating and consuming 
content makes it more difficult for one topic to attract an 
inordinate amount of attention, resulting in increasingly fierce 
content competition (Asur et  al., 2011). For the individual 
user, this means limited attention is allotted to a single topic. 
Therefore, the user’s affective focus on a particular topic may 
shift or disappear over time. Some scholars have focused on 
the connection between distraction and users’ affective states 
(Hodas and Lerman, 2012; Paasonen, 2016); however, an in-depth 
examination of the correlation between user distraction and 
collective anxiety is still required.

It was further revealed that the credibility of the message 
source impacted the affective polarization of topic-based 
communities. Researchers have focused on users with identity 
endorsement from offline social institutions in the same field; 

FIGURE 2 | Correlation between topic (familiar/unfamiliar and proximate/
distant) and collective anxiety level.
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however, demonstrating sound declarative knowledge does 
not necessarily reflect complete understanding of an issue. 
The degree of anxiety polarization in a rumor-based community 
may be  lower than in a truth-based community. Therefore, 
affective polarization is imparted through the user’s trust in 
someone, rather than through the interconnection of messages.

Although scholars have noticed affective responses to 
illegitimate news sources or political disinformation, they have 
not examined the correlation between trust and affective 
polarization (Barfar, 2019; Munger et  al., 2020). Therefore, 
future research could either focus on the relationship between 
trust as social capital and the affective polarization of a topic-
based community or examine whether the source’s credibility 
or the message itself is more likely to impact affective polarization.

We also hypothesized that a community with more influencers 
(“V” account users) would be more likely to experience anxiety 
polarization. Recent studies have shown that an iterative 
relationship exists between polarization and the influence of 
online celebrities (Garibay et  al., 2019). As a result, messages 
from “V” account users are more visible than messages from 
other users. This inequality warrants reflection and requires 
intervention from policymakers and developers. Additionally, 
the Weibo verification of online influencers cannot adequately 
reflect the interaction between influencers.

An online topic-based community is a multi-layered network 
where diverse interactive patterns are encouraged (Mittal and 
Bhatia, 2019). In particular, “V” account users are more likely 
to communicate with their “friends” than with their followers. 
They are more frequently mentioned but do not actively repost 
or reply to their followers. Weibo measures a user’s influence 
by one-way searching or following, neglecting the user’s sociability, 
even though sociability should also be  considered a significant 
factor in a user’s level and the subsequent ranking of the 
user’s content (Shin and Lee, 2012). For our study, when we did 

not distinguish between influencers and ordinary users, 
interactivity had no significant effect on collective anxiety. But 
this does not necessarily mean the interactivity among influencers 
has no significant impact on collective anxiety. Based on our 
observation, conversely, the forwarding between influencers 
may have led to a drastic increase in the original message’s 
emotional impact. Therefore, the interaction between influencers 
in a topic-based community may be another variable correlated 
with affective polarization that is worthy of further examination.

The existing scholarly discourse on affective polarization on 
social media is inadequate in three respects. The first of these 
pertains to the capacity to treat emotion as an abstract 
phenomenon by focusing squarely on arbitrary directions instead 
of understanding more tangible emotions, including anxiety. 
Additionally, investigating unilateral causes of affective 
polarization while refusing to acknowledge the nexus between 
causality is myopic. Third, devoting particular attention to 
discrete cases rather than designing general computing tools 
is misguided. This paper aims to fill these gaps by providing 
a more comprehensive computing model to gauge the nature 
of and reason for the fluidity underlying collective anxiety.

Some researchers consider anxiety to be  a robust mobilizer 
of the public (Marcus and MacKuen, 1993; Brader et  al., 2008; 
Valentino et  al., 2008; Beam et  al., 2018). This paper echoes 
this view by highlighting anxiety as a discrete emotion and 
further quantifying it at the community level. Specifically, it 
provides a machine-learning model that computes changes to 
collective anxiety and facilitates a depiction of the latter’s 
tendencies. It uses a bimodal network to evaluate individual 
anxiety by utilizing both online profiles and social network 
messages, giving a more comprehensive evaluation for individuals. 
By considering anxiety propagation among individuals, it uses 
a cascading model to produce the collective anxiety score at 
a community level, rather than simply averaging the individual 

FIGURE 3 | Correlation between declarative knowledge and collective anxiety level (displaying start and end points of our observation time window; other time 
points showed similar trends).
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anxiety scores. It also seeks to understand the connection 
between the causes and consequences of affective polarization.

Limitations and Future Directions
By focusing on affective polarization, mediated by Weibo, this 
paper attempts to address this context-specific gap in the literature. 
Future work may focus on the dynamics between collective-
anxiety and interactivity across platforms. In this way, it may 
be  possible to compare findings and determine whether the 
community member’s collective anxiety would be more balanced 
when concerning the mix of affective polarization in cross-
platform interactivity (Del Vicario et al., 2016; Beam et al., 2018; 
Harel et al., 2020) on the same topic. The potential for ethnicity 
distribution and interactions among influencers that may impact 
the platform’s collective anxiety level is also worth investigating 
in the future. Considering continuity with current research, 
we  will focus on how the community’s influencers’ interactivity 
might impact the affective polarization. A scholar insightfully 
reminded us that users’ perceptions of transparency are a pivotal 
element of the trust–judgment process (Shin, 2019). Specific to 
our research, influencers’ interactions in the topic-based community 
are visible to all group members. It will be meaningful to examine 
if this kind of visibility contributes to other users’ perception 
of transparency and further impact the dynamics between the 
in-group trust and its affective polarization.

Second, the data may not represent all Weibo users as 
short-term longitudinal studies can be  influenced by several 
factors that influence tendencies and topic selection. For example, 
as researchers could not interact with the shared content, they 
could not determine if individuals without accounts were 
perusing a particular online topic. Besides, researchers, to some 
extent, cannot determine whether a user’s anxiety is borne 
out of their authenticity or not, given that people’s social media 
performance is much about what Goffman (1959) called “self-
presentation”. Therefore, we  treat the data of this paper in an 
effect-oriented way. We  care more about the data they have 

presented on social media, which truly influenced others’ anxiety 
and further driven their online behavior in a topic-based 
community. Future in-depth interviews are needed to collect 
more of the users’ won life stories and experiences.

Third, as authors suggest that anxiety values change at 
different junctures based on the degree of affective polarization, 
the implication is that users who were not actively engaged 
in the discussion at the time of the study would be  eliminated 
from the analysis. In the future, both questionnaires and offline 
interviews should be utilized to derive hypotheses with stronger 
conviction. With almost every account controlled by a particular 
individual, it is essential to continue examining if silent users 
also affect the degree of affective polarization.

CONCLUSION

The manner in which anxiety on social media polarizes 
warrants further examination. Contemporary research suggests 
this anxiety exists at the individual level but the implications 
for the collective have not been thoroughly explored. This 
paper examines the origin and change of collective anxiety 
in topic-based communities on Weibo. Authors found the 
collective anxiety to augment due to topic proximities to 
public interest and members’ lack of declarative knowledge 
on topics, while to decline with an increasing portion of 
online influencers. These findings indicate that anxiety is 
induced due to a lack of credibility. Also, the amount of 
conflicting information shared by different people places them 
in a state of flux. Therefore, a community with more influencers 
may be more likely to experience anxiety polarization, bringing 
forth the issue of layered information and inequality. The 
framework we  proposed and the results in our empirical 
study demonstrate the feasibility of quantitative evaluation 
of collective anxiety and its polarization. Our findings can 
be  utilized in further endeavors seeking to understand the 
development and effects of online collective affection.
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TABLE 3 | Regression output to predict collective anxiety.

Variables β SD t p

Topic familiarity 0.028 0.385 0.629 0.530
Topic proximity −0.215*** 0.353 −4.265 0.000
Declarative knowledge −0.758*** 0.168 −8.547 0.000
Ratio of influencers −0.709** 0.051 −2.417 0.017
Number of posts in a Topic-
based community −8.682E-6 4134.919 −0.634 0.527
Number of comments in a 
Topic-based community −5.705E-6 9843.696 −0.834 0.405
Number of members in a 
Topic-based community 2.935E-5 1776.189 0.904 0.367
Frequency of interactions 3.791E-7 97121.794 0.590 0.556
Density of reposting/
commenting edges of a 
Topic-based community 0.002 10.190 0.796 0.427
Diameter of a Topic-based 
community −8.057E-5 8.018 0.030 0.976
Dependent variable: average collective anxiety

***Denotes statistical significance at the 1% level.
**Denotes statistical significance at the 5% level.
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